
Short assembly video available at www.ecologico.co.za Assembled in under 2 minutes, 
Ecologico caskets are supplied direct 
to participating funeral homes and crematoriums around the world. 
Now available with burial-friendly enclosed lid, boasting a strong, light weight stackable design.
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CREMATION CASKETS



Budget-constrained families today are looking for a more affordable 
solution to say goodbye to their loved ones. Ecologico caskets deliver 
on both price, environmental and safety performance metrics:
 

EARTH FRIENDLY
Biodegradable & compostable

REDUCE FUEL COSTS
Save up to 60% combustion fuel during the cremation process, as 
opposed to conventional MDF, chipboard & solid wood coffins.

REDUCE CREMATION TIME
Save up to 50% time during cremation per coffin as well as faster 
cooling of ashes due to no charcoal, no nails, screws or staples, which 
results further in reduced handing and processing time.

NO HARMFUL CHEMICALS
Contain no toxic adhesives that release formaldehyde into the 
environment as opposed to conventional chipboard coffins.

GREENHOUSE FRIENDLY           
Release up to 75% less carbon emissions during the cremation 
process, as opposed to conventional chipboard & solid wood coffins. 

RESPONSIBLY SOURCED
Use materials that are responsibly sourced, that adhere to sustainable 
forestry management.

SUSTAINABLE
Contain 70% less wood fibre than conventional coffins, saving trees.

ECOLOGICO FIBERBOARD CREMATION CASKETS With up to 80% less Particulate Matter 
emissions than an equivalent chipboard 
coffin, Ecologico caskets offer a viable 
solution for crematoriums which are facing 
increased pressure to adhere to and abide by 
international emission standards

    15,8% less Carbon Monoxide(CO)                 
    3.50% Nitrogen Oxide(NO)
    29,1% less Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx)
    80,2% less Particulate Matter

PRODUCT TESTING

We put our caskets up against the most 
eco-friendly, non-laminated and rope handled 
chipboard counterpart. This is important to 
note, as comparative emission results would 
increase dramatically if we had used a more 
conventional laminated and handled  chipboard 
coffin, but our aim was to be as fair as possible 
and to give chipboard coffins the best 
possible results.

Tests were done with corpses earlier in the 
year,  but we wanted to take it a step further 
and eliminate any irregularities and any possible 
external factors.  We compared apples with 
apples, ensuring we get the most accurate real 
life comparison possible. So under identical 
scenarios at a consistent set temperature, we 
had an independent emissions testing company 
test 3 x 2 of each type of caskets.

NOW EQUIPED WITH SELF-LOCKING CLIPS

Ecologico caskets now use specialized self-locking clips that 
make assembly time even faster and easier.  In the pack of 
caskets will be a packet of 12 Self-locking Clips = 4 clips 
per coffin. 2 cable ties are still provided to secure the lid for 
transport convenience. 

NEW WOODGRAIN CASKET AVAILABLE
We are ecxcited to anounce the all new 
printed woodgrain boxed lid design available 
with alternative eco-friendly rope handles

PACKING INFO
• 330 caskets per 20ft container 
• 33 caskets per pallet 
• 3 caskets wrapped in a flat-pack. The results confirmed all previous 

tests & recordings. We are leaders 
in ensuring a greener tomorrow, 
one coffin at a time!
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